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Abstract. Many clustering algorithms have been developed and re-
searchers need to be able to compare their effectiveness. For some cluster-
ing problems, like web page clustering, different algorithms produce clus-
terings with different characteristics: coarse vs fine granularity, disjoint
vs overlapping, flat vs hierarchical. The lack of a clustering evaluation
method that can evaluate clusterings with different characteristics has led
to incomparable research and results. QC4 solves this by providing a new
structure for defining general ideal clusterings and new measurements for
evaluating clusterings with different characteristics with respect to a gen-
eral ideal clustering. The paper describes QC4 and evaluates it within
the web clustering domain by comparison to existing evaluation mea-
surements on synthetic test cases and on real world web page clustering
tasks. The synthetic test cases show that only QC4 can cope correctly
with overlapping clusters, hierarchical clusterings, and all the difficult
boundary cases. In the real world tasks, which represent simple cluster-
ing situations, QC4 is mostly consistent with the existing measurements
and makes better conclusions in some cases.

1 Introduction

Comparing the performance of different clustering algorithms in some problem
domains (i.e. web page clustering) has been problematic. Different algorithms
produce clusterings with different characteristics: the clustering granularity may
be coarse, so that there are just a few large clusters covering very broad topics,
or fine, so that there are many small clusters of very focused topics; the clusters
may be disjoint and constitute a partition of the results, or the clusters may
overlap, so that the same page may appear in several clusters; the clustering
may be “flat” so that all clusters are at the same level, or the clustering may be
hierarchical so that lower-level clusters are sub-clusters of higher level clusters. As
a result, many of the existing evaluation methods are biased towards algorithms
that produce clusterings with certain characteristics. An evaluation method that
fairly evaluates clusterings with different characteristics is needed; so that all
clustering algorithms can be compared with a consistent method.

An example clustering domain is web page clustering, which helps users find
relevant web pages by organizing the search result set from a search engine into
clusters of semantically related pages. These clusters provide the user with an
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overview of the entire result set, and the clusters can be selected to filter the
results or refine the query. Many clustering algorithms have been applied to web
page clustering: K-means [1], Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering [2], Link
and Contents Clustering [3], Suffix Tree Clustering (STC) [4], Extended Suffix
Tree Clustering (ESTC) [5], and Query Directed Clustering (QDC) [6]. A survey
of clustering algorithms can be found in [7].

Many evaluation methods [1, 4, 7–11] are used to evaluate web clustering al-
gorithms, but the results are often incomparable. There is probably no standard
method because web page clustering algorithms produce clusterings that ex-
hibit different characteristics, making web clustering an ideal application for an
evaluation method that handles clusterings with different characteristics.

This paper proposes QC4, a new clustering evaluation method. Our prelim-
inary research on QC4 was very briefly introduced in a short paper [12]. This
paper further develops the full specifications of QC4, and evaluates it against ex-
isting measurements on synthetic test cases and real world web clustering tasks.
QC4 allows clustering algorithms that produce clusterings with vastly different
characteristics to be compared by generalizing the “gold-standard” approach to
use a new structure for ideal clusterings and by developing new measures of
quality and coverage. QC4 is currently targeted at web clustering, but is easily
adapted to any domain where clusterings have different characteristics.

The next section discusses the related work. Section 3 describes and specifies
QC4’s richer ideal clustering structure and measurements. Section 4 evaluates
QC4 by comparing it against the standard evaluation measurements using syn-
thetic test cases and using nine clustering algorithms on four web page search
result clustering tasks. Section 5 concludes the research and provides direction
for future work.

2 Related Work

2.1 Approaches to Evaluation

There are two broad methodologies for evaluating clusterings. Internal quality
[7, 8] evaluates a clustering only in terms of a function of the clusters themselves.
External quality [7, 8] evaluates a clustering using external information, such as
an ideal clustering. When external information is available, external quality is
more appropriate because it allows the evaluation to reflect performance relative
to the desired output.

There are three main approaches to evaluation using the external methodol-
ogy: gold-standard [9], task-oriented [9], and user evaluation [4]. Gold-standard
approaches manually construct an ideal clustering, which is then compared
against the actual clustering. Task-oriented approaches evaluate how well some
predefined task is solved. User evaluation approaches involve directly studying
the usefulness for users and often involve observation, log file analysis, and user
studies similar to those carried out in the user evaluation of Grouper [4].

Task-oriented methods have a bias towards the selected task. For example,
search result reordering [4], which involves reordering the search results using the
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clusters, has a bias towards small clusters, which tend to have higher quality.
Randomly generating a perfect cluster of five pages is much more likely than
generating a perfect cluster of fifty pages. In the extreme case of one cluster per
page (singleton clustering), the clustering is evaluated as perfect, when clearly
it is not.

User evaluation methods are very difficult to reproduce as they are depen-
dent on the users. The large cost, and time involved in conducting good user
evaluations is also a significant drawback. The lack of reproducibility, large cost,
and time involved in conducting user evaluations makes them poor candidates
for a standardized clustering evaluation method.

Therefore our evaluation method uses external information in the form of an
ideal clustering to define a gold-standard and measures a clustering against this
ideal clustering.

2.2 Measurements

This section discusses the measurements most commonly used to evaluate a
clustering against an ideal clustering in the web clustering domain. We refer to
the clusters of the ideal clustering as topics, to distinguish them from the clusters
of the clustering being evaluated.

A perfect clustering matches the ideal clustering. A clustering can be less
than perfect in two ways: some clusters may be of poor quality because they
do not match any topics well, and the clustering may not include (cover) all
the pages in the ideal clustering. There is often a tradeoff between quality and
coverage, and algorithms can often be tuned to achieve one well at the cost of
the other. Good overall evaluation methods must measure both factors.

The rest of the paper uses the following notation: C is a set of clusters, T is
a set of topics (the clusters of the ideal clustering), and D is a set of pages. c,
t, and d are individual elements of C, T , and D respectively. Dc is the pages in
cluster c, Dt is the pages in topic t, and Dc,t is the pages in both cluster c and
topic t. Cd is the set of clusters containing page d and Ct is the set of clusters
that best match topic t: Ct = ci| argmaxtj

(Dci,tj ) = t.
Precision and recall are common measurements used in information retrieval

[13] for evaluation. The precision, P (c, t), of a cluster relative to a topic is the
fraction of the pages in the cluster that are also in the topic. Whereas the recall,
R(c, t), is the fraction of the pages in the topic that are in the cluster. The
F-measure [1, 8, 11] combines precision and recall with equal weight on each.

P (c, t) = Precision = |Dc,t|
|Dc|

R(c, t) = Recall = |Dc,t|
|Dt|

F (c, t) = F-measure = 2∗P (c,t)∗R(c,t)
P (c,t)+R(c,t)

Purity is the precision of a cluster relative to its best matching topic. Because
the pages in a topic may be included in several clusters, recall is seldom used
for clustering. However, we could define the recall of a topic to be the total
coverage of a topic among all clusters that best match that topic. F-measure is
the f-measure of a cluster relative to its best matching topic.
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Purity(c) = maxt∈T {P (c, t)}
Recall(t) = |

⋃
c∈Ct

Dc,t|/|Dt|
F (c) = maxt∈T {F (c, t)}
The Entropy and Mutual Information measures [1, 8] are based on infor-

mation theory [14]. The Entropy measure is the average “narrowness” of the
distribution of the pages of a cluster among the topics. More precisely, it is the
amount of information required to refine the cluster into the separate topics it
represents. Mutual Information (MI) is an average of a measure of correspon-
dence between each possible cluster topic pair.

Entropy(c) = −
∑

t∈T P (c, t)log|T |P (c, t)
MI = 2

|D|
∑

c∈C

∑
t∈T |Dc,t|log|C||T |(

|Dc,t||D|
|Dc||Dt| )

Average Precision (average purity over clusters), Weighted Precision (clus-
ter size weighted average purity over clusters), Average Entropy (average over
clusters), and Weighted Entropy (cluster size weighted average over clusters) [1]
can be used for overall quality evaluation. Average Recall (average over topics)
and Weighted Recall (topic size weighted average over topics) [5] can be used for
overall coverage evaluation. Mutual Information [8] and F (cluster size weighted
average over clusters) provide overall measures that combine evaluation of qual-
ity and coverage.

Although the measurements are reasonable for some kinds of clusterings, they
all have problems with overlapping clusters and hierarchical clusterings. Mutual
information gives some non ideal clusterings better values than ideal clusterings.
When the topics are of very different sizes, Weighted Precision, Weighted En-
tropy, and F give a high value for useless clusterings (such as a single cluster
containing all pages). Average / Weighted Precision and Entropy only measure
quality, and are maximized by a set of singleton clusters.

3 New Method - QC4

A fair clustering evaluation method should not inherently favor any particular
algorithm. QC4 ensures this by minimizing the bias towards clusterings with
particular characteristics (cluster granularity: coarse or fine, clustering structure:
hierarchical or flat, disjoint or overlapping): if the bias towards the different
possible characteristics of a clustering is minimized, then so is the bias towards
the algorithms that produce those clusterings.

3.1 The Ideal Clustering

An ideal clustering is created by a human expert based on the pages to be
clustered. The classical ideal clustering structure is a single level partition at
a chosen granularity. QC4 uses a richer ideal clustering structure to describe
clusterings with all kinds of characteristics.

QC4’s ideal clustering structure is a hierarchy of topics, organised in levels,
so that the set of topics at the top level represents a coarse categorisation of the
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pages, and the sets of topics at lower levels represent progressively finer categori-
sations. This allows QC4 to fairly compare algorithms that produce clusterings
of different granularity and to compare algorithms that generate hierarchical
clusterings.

Topics may overlap other topics (at the same and different levels), since real
pages may belong to multiple topics. However, all pages must be contained in at
least one topic at each level. This allows QC4 to evaluate algorithms that return
overlapping clusters as well as algorithms that return partitions.

Since search engines often return outliers — pages that are unrelated to all
the other pages — the hierarchy may contain a single outlier topic (present at
every level) that contains all the outliers. The outlier topic must be disjoint from
the other topics. QC4 handles outliers by not counting them when measuring
coverage, and by removing clusters that contain a majority of outliers.

3.2 Quality and Coverage Measurements

The standard measures do not work well on hierarchical clusterings with over-
lapping clusters. Therefore, QC4 introduces four new measures of quality and
coverage.

In addition to the notation in section 2.2, the rest of the paper uses the
following notation: L is the set of levels from the topic hierarchy (eg, 1, 2, 3)
and l is an individual level. Tl is the set of topics at level l, Td is the set of topics
containing page d, and T∅ is a set containing the outlier topic. sub(t) is the set
of all descendants of topic t. lvl(t) is the lowest level of topic t.

Cluster Quality Cluster Quality, QU(c), is a measure of how closely a cluster
matches a single topic. It is based on a modified entropy measure, E(c).

The standard entropy measure of a cluster does not work with overlapping
topics since pages in multiple topics are overcounted. There are two kinds of
overlap: overlap of topics at different levels, and overlap of topics at the same
level. Overlap between levels is handled by computing the entropy over the topics
in a single level. QC4 chooses the level1, L(c), containing the topic that is the
most similar to the cluster as measured by the f-measure.

L(c) = cluster-level = lvl(argmaxt∈T\T∅
{F (c, t)})

E(c) = mintb∈TL(c){−
∑

t∈TL(c)
P ′(c, t, tb)log|TL(c)|P

′(c, t, tb)}
Overlap of topics at the same level is handled by computing a modified

precision measure P ′(c, t, tb). The modified measure removes the overcounting
by temporarily removing pages in the “best” topic from the other topics, and
then normalizing the precision to remove the effect of any other over counting.

P ′(c, t, tb) =


|Dc,t|
|Dc| if{t = tb}

(|Dc|−|Dc,tb
|)|Dc,t\Dc,tb

|
|Dc|

P
t′∈TL(c)\{tb}

|Dc,t′\Dc,tb
| otherwise

E(c) measures how focused a cluster is on a single topic, choosing the ap-
propriate level of granularity, and allowing both disjoint and overlapping topics
1 If multiple topics maximize F , the one with lowest level is selected.
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to be handled fairly. However, it does not take cluster and topic size sufficiently
into account and it does not recognize random clusters. To account for these,
E(c) is scaled down by a new measure that takes account of the cluster and topic
size by Srecall(c) and recognizes random clusters using Srandom(c).

QU(c) = (1− E(c))min{1, Srecall(c), Srandom(c)}
E(c), being a precision/entropy based measure, gives a good value to focused

clusters (all their pages belong to the same topic) regardless of the size of the
clusters. However, very small clusters, even if they are highly focused, are not
very useful to a user if they only contain a small fraction of the topic. To be
useful, a cluster should be close to a topic by being both focused on the topic
and by being of similar size to the topic. That is, the cluster should not only
have good precision/entropy, but should also have good recall. QC4 scales down
the quality measure of clusters that are much smaller than the topic that they
are focused on by the recall measure. Since a page in a cluster may belong to
multiple topics, the standard recall measure was modified to handle pages in
multiple topics by averaging the recall of a cluster over all topics weighted by
the modified precision P ′(c, t, tb).

Srecall(c) = maxtb∈TL(c){
∑

t∈TL(c)
P ′(c, t, tb)R′(c, t)}

In the web page clustering domain, a cluster with low recall on a small topic
is almost useless to the user. On the other hand, a cluster with the same low
recall fraction of a very large topic will have more than enough pages for the
user to understand the cluster and make an appropriate decision. Therefore, the
recall measure can be modified by a non-linear function of the size of the topic
to amplify the scaling for clusters focused on small topics.

R′(c, t) = 2
R(c,t)−1

R(c,t)log2|Dt|

Clusters that are similar to a random selection of pages from the result
set provide almost no information, and will not be helpful to the user. Such a
clustering should receive near zero quality. However, the modified entropy, E(c),
of randomly constructed clusters will generally not be the maximally bad value,
especially if the topics are of varying sizes. QC4 uses a modified version of MI,
Srandom(c), to scale down the quality measure of clusters that are similar to a
random set of pages. Srandom(c) has to deal with overlapping topics in a single
level, which it does by extracting the intersections of topics into temporary
distinct topics and applying MI to the expanded, disjoint set of topics, ρ(l).
It also applies a threshold to ensure that only clusters that are very close to
random or very small are scaled down. The resulting value is also normalized by
the maximum MI to account for the varying maximum value of MI.

ρ(l) = {r ⊆ D|((∃Tα ⊆ Tl)(|r| > 0 ∧ r =
⋂

r′∈Tα
Dr′ −

⋃
r′′∈Tl\Tα

Dr′′)}

Srandom(c) =
P

r∈ρ(L(c)) |Dc∩r|log|ρ(L(c))|
|Dc∩r||D|
|Dc||r|

0.05 mint∈TL(c)\T∅{
P

r∈ρ(L(c)) |Dt∩r|log|ρ(L(c))|
|Dt∩r||D|
|Dt||r|

}

Topic Coverage Topic Coverage, CV (t), is a measure of how well the pages in a
topic are covered by the clusters. It is an average of the page coverage, PC(d, t, l),
of each of the pages in the topic. The coverage uses just level one topics because
the page coverage already incorporates topics lower in the hierarchy.
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CV (t) =
P

d∈Dt
PC(d,t,1)

|Dt|
A page in a topic is covered to some extent if any cluster contains the page.

However, the user is unlikely to find a page if it is in a cluster that appears
to be associated with a different topic, so a page will be better covered if it is
contained in a cluster that matches a topic that the page is in. The better the
match, the better the coverage. If a page is in topic t and cluster c, the precision
P (c, t) would be a good measure of how well the page is covered, as long as the
page is not also in any other topics or clusters and the cluster is not merely
a random selection of the pages. Both topics and clusters can overlap: a page
may be in several topics and several clusters. In particular, each page in a top
level topic will also be in subtopics of that topic at each level of the hierarchy.
Therefore we need something more complicated than precision to measure page
coverage.

QC4’s page coverage measure considers all the clusters that a page is in,
and also all the topics and subtopics the page is in. At each level of the topic
hierarchy, it finds the average precision of the clusters that contain the page with
respect to the best matching subtopics containing the page. It then recursively
computes the maximum of this measure at each level to compute a page coverage
measure over the whole hierarchy.

PC(d, t, l) =
P

t′∈Tl∩Td∩sub(t) max{PC′(d,t′,l),PC(d,t′,l+1)}
|Tl∩Td∩sub(t)|

PC ′(d, t, l) = maxc∈{ci|ci∈Cd∧L(ci)=l}{P (c, t) min{1, Srandom(c)}}

Overall Measurements QC4 has four overall measurements, based on the
measures of cluster quality QU(c) and topic coverage CV (t). The overall mea-
surements of clustering quality, AQ and WQ are the average of the cluster
qualities, but in WQ they are weighted by cluster size. Similarly, the overall
measurements of clustering coverage, AC and WC are the average of the topic
coverages, but in WC they are weighted by topic size. The averages give a fairer
measure of the smaller, fine grained clusters and topics; the weighted averages
give a fairer measure of the larger, broad clusters and topics.

AQ = average quality =
P

c∈C QU(c)

|C|

WQ = weighted quality =
P

c∈C QU(c)|Dc|P
c∈C |Dc|

To compute the overall coverage measures, AC and WC, the topic coverage
is averaged over the top level topics of the ideal clustering.

AC = average coverage =
P

t∈T1\T∅
CV (t)

|T1\T∅|

WC = weighted coverage =
P

t∈T1\T∅
CV (t)|Dt|P

t∈T1\T∅
|Dt|

The measurements fairly evaluate both disjoint and overlapping topics, and
topics of varying granularity without bias. Hierarchical and flat clusterings are
considered fairly, because the measurements consider the individual clusters, not
the hierarchical structure, and cope with overlapping clusters, including clusters
that are subsets of other clusters.
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4 Evaluation

This section describes how we evaluated QC4 by comparison with existing eval-
uation measurements. Evaluation of QC4 was completed in two ways: using
synthetic test cases and using real world web clustering problems. The synthetic
test cases highlight the problem scenarios and boundary cases where existing
measurements fail. The real world web clustering tasks show that for simple
clusterings, where existing measurements work reasonably well, QC4 reaches
conclusions similar to those of existing measurements.

4.1 Synthetic Test Cases

To compare QC4 with existing measurements we devised an extensive set of
synthetic test cases. These were organised into eight groups shown in table 1,
according to the type of case being tested. The columns of table 1 give the dif-
ferent combinations of evaluation measurements that we considered as overall
measurements to compare against QC4, where MI, F, AP, WP, AR, WR, AE,
WE are mutual information, f-measure, average precision, weighted precision,
average recall, weighted recall, average entropy, and weighted entropy respec-
tively. The tests passed by each overall measurement are shown with a Y in the
appropriate rows, for example, QC4 passes all eight tests and the 9th column
shows that using just Weighted Precision (Purity) for overall evaluation fails
seven of the eight tests.

Table 1. Synthetic test cases comparing QC4 with a wide range of overall evaluation
measurements, where Y indicates passing all tests in that rows group of tests

QC4 MI F AP AE WP WE AP WP AR WR AE WE
WP WE WR WR
AR AR
WR WR

Overlapping Clusters Y - - - - - - - - - - - -
Hierarchical Clusterings Y - - - - - - - - - - - -
Perfect Clustering Y - Y Y Y Y Y Y Y - - Y Y
Separate Measures Y - - Y Y Y Y - - - - - -
Large cluster/topic bias Y Y - Y Y - - - - Y - - -
Small cluster/topic bias Y - - - - - - - - - - - -
Random Clustering Y Y - - Y - Y - - - - Y Y
Split Cluster Y Y - - - - - - - - - - -

QC4 handles the overlapping and hierarchical clusterings, but none of the
other evaluation methods do. QC4 gives perfect scores only to ideal clusterings,
but three of the other measures fail; for example, mutual information gives a
better than perfect score to a clustering that contains an ideal clustering and a
low quality cluster. QC4 includes separate measures for quality and coverage, but
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MI and F do not and the individual measures of precision, recall, and entropy do
not measure both quality and coverage. QDC handles clusterings with clusters or
topics of vastly different sizes where one or more may be relatively large, but eight
of the other measures fail; for example, when there is one big cluster containing
all pages, the precision, entropy, and weighted recall measures give unduly good
scores. QDC handles clusterings with many small clusters or topics, but none of
the other evaluation methods do; for example, all other measures give unduly
good performance to a singleton clustering (one that has one cluster for each
document) and in fact precision, recall, and entropy measures give perfect scores
to the singleton clustering. QC4 gives low scores to random clusterings, but seven
of the other measures fail; for example, the precision and recall measures can
give unduly high scores to random clusterings, often exceeding the scores given
to more sensible clusterings. QC4 gives lower scores when perfect clusters are
split into smaller clusters, but eleven of the other measures fail; for example,
splitting a perfect cluster has no effect of precision, recall, or entropy measures.

The results show that none of the current measurements for overall evaluation
are satisfactory, while QC4 passes all tests. While existing measurements can still
produce meaningful results and conclusions with simple clustering problems,
these tests show that there are conditions under which existing methods can
produce inaccurate results, especially with overlapping clusters or hierarchical
clusterings. Conclusions drawn from the existing measurements are therefore
questionable.

4.2 Real World Web Clustering Tasks

To evaluate QC4 on real world web clustering tasks we selected four queries
(Jaguar, Salsa, GP, and Victoria University) and evaluated the performance of
nine clustering algorithms (random clustering, and full text and snippet vari-
eties of K-means [1], STC [4], ESTC [5], and QDC [6]) on each of the queries
using twelve evaluation measurements (Mutual Information, F-measure and Av-
erage and Weighted versions of QC4 Quality, QC4 Coverage, Precision, Recall,
Entropy). We averaged the values across the four queries and combined the av-
erage and weighted versions of each measurement by averaging them. For the
overall evaluation in figure 1C, we also averaged the quality and coverage mea-
sures for QC4.

These clustering tasks represented simple clustering problems with little over-
lap or hierarchy, where existing measurements work reasonably well. Figures 1A,
1B, and 1C show that the QC4 quality, coverages, and overall measures, respec-
tively reach similar conclusions to those of the existing measurements.

In the few cases QC4 differs from the existing measurements, QC4 agrees
with the conclusions of the relevant research literature [4–6], which rank the
algorithms as QDC, ESTC, STC, K-means, and finally Random clustering, in
order of overall web clustering performance. QC4 correctly identifies K-means
as a low performing algorithm, whereas F-measure ranks its performance too
highly. QC4 correctly identifies ESTC as outperforming STC, whereas mutual
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Fig. 1. Comparing measures averaged over four real world web clustering tasks. A)
cluster quality measures. B) topic coverage measures. C) overall measures.
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information incorrectly identifies STC as the higher performer. This indicates
that QC4 makes sensible conclusions on real world tasks.

The real world web clustering tasks also show that QC4 is as expressive as
any of the existing standard evaluation methods, and is significantly better than
Precision, Recall, and F-measure due to the much lower performance given to
random clusterings.

4.3 Applicability to other clustering domains

QC4 has been designed and evaluated with respect to web page clustering, but
it can be easily generalized to other clustering domains where clusterings feature
different characteristics. The only web specific assumption in QC4 is that it is
more desirable to identify small clusters than to extend the coverage of large
clusters. If this assumption is not applicable in the clustering domain, the as-
sumption can be removed by simply using the standard recall measure R(c, t)
instead of R′(c, t) in QC4’s quality measure.

5 Conclusions

This paper introduced QC4, a new clustering evaluation method that allows the
fair comparison of all clustering algorithms, even those that produce clusterings
with vastly different characteristics (cluster granularity: coarse or fine, clustering
structure: hierarchical or flat, disjoint or overlapping, and cluster size: large or
small). QC4 achieved this by generalizing the gold-standard approach to use
a more general ideal clustering that can describe ideal clusterings of varying
characteristics and introduced four new overall measurements that function with
clusterings of different characteristics fairly in terms of cluster quality and topic
coverage.

QC4 was evaluated by comparison to the standard evaluation measurements
in two ways: on an extensive set of synthetic test cases and on a range of real
world web clustering tasks. The synthetic test cases show that QC4 meets all the
requirements of a good evaluation measurement, while all the current measure-
ments fail with overlapping clusters, hierarchical clusterings, and some boundary
cases. On simple real world web clustering tasks, where the existing methods are
less affected by the conditions tested by the synthetic test cases, the results show
that QC4 is at least as good as the existing evaluation measurements and gives
a better evaluation in several cases.

In the future, standard test data sets can be constructed and used to evaluate
standard clustering algorithms to provide a baseline for comparison. QC4 should
also be evaluated on other clustering domains, especially those where clusterings
have different characteristics.
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